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Abstract

We model a terrorist organization’s choice over the scale and planning

horizon of terror attacks and the consequences for the organization’s evo-

lution. The organization can engage in short-term attacks planned and

executed in a single period, characterized by a low fixed cost and relatively

high marginal cost; and longer term attacks planned and executed over

two periods, having a high fixed cost but relatively low marginal cost.

Longer term attacks require more resources and cause more damage if

successful. Successful attacks increase the organization’s size; in addition

the organization has a natural growth rate. Attacks can fail due to failed

execution or counter-terror interdiction. In a two period version of this

model we analyze the terror organization’s attack decisions. We use sim-

ulations to characterize optimal strategies and explore their implications

for the growth of the organization. We identify a set of strategic regimes

and our results show that they always occur in a fixed order as a function

of the organization’s initial strength.
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Introduction

In this paper we present a model of a strategic terror organization that plans

and pursues attacks to maximize its growth, through a mechanism whereby suc-

cessful attacks attract new members, increasing the organization’s strength. Our

particular focus is on terror organizations that act strategically and in pursuit

of long-term objectives, formulating attacks over multiple periods, and evolv-

ing based on attack outcomes. In particular, we use formal decision-theoretic

modeling to explore the nature of the strategies such organizations will pursue.

We also explore the impact of counter-terror enforcement in deterring a ter-

ror organization from launching attacks and growing, though we do not treat

the government as a strategic player given our focus on the evolution of terror

organizations.1

In our model, a terrorist organization has access to two kinds of attack tech-

nologies. One is a smaller, simpler technology, characterized by a relatively

low fixed cost of resources, but a relatively high marginal cost of increasing the

scale of an attack. An example would be an attack with conventional firearms

with modest planning. The other is a larger, more complex, and more destruc-

tive technology, characterized by a high fixed cost but a low marginal cost of

increasing the scale of an attack. Examples include larger organized attacks

like 9-11 and a large-scale biological attack (e.g. Kaplan, Craft and Wein 2002;

Wein, Craft and Kaplan 2003). The Homeland Security Council’s list of pos-

sible terror attack scenarios provides examples of both small and large attacks

that correspond to what we have in mind (Homeland Security Council 2004). A
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small attack can be planned and executed in one period, whereas a large attack

requires two periods from inception to execution. The fixed cost of an attack

can be thought of as including the training needed to engage in an attack, as

well as the basic resources required for planning an attack (regardless of size).

The variable cost is the cost required for a given scale attack, and increases

as the scale increases — it will include weapons, transportation, and delivery.

Rosendorff and Sandler (2004) present a related one period model in which a

terror organization can engage in either a normal or “spectacular” attack. Suc-

cessful attacks benefit the organization by increasing its membership (and more

generally its strength). Two additional important parameters in our model are

the terror organization’s “natural” rate of growth (or, possibly, decline), and

the government’s probability of detecting and thwarting an attack.

While the two attack technologies in this paper are stylized, we believe they

capture an essential aspect of strategic terror: the choice between smaller and

simpler vs. larger, more complex attacks requiring more planning. Understand-

ing how terror organizations evaluate this choice and what factors drive them

to be willing to undertake a large-scale attack is important for evaluating terror

risk and formulating counter-terrorism policy. Only an organization with suffi-

cient resources will choose to pursue a large attack, and one important question

is how large an organization will be before undertaking such an attack. We

show that in the context of our model a terror organization will in fact choose

to pursue a large-scale attack only when it has grown to a size well in excess of

the absolute minimum needed to pursue such an attack - at smaller sizes the
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organization prefers to engage in a series of smaller attacks, building its capa-

bility. While we focus on growing organizations, we have also explored the case

of an organization that is declining and find that such an organization will be

willing to “go for it all” and attempt a large-scale attack at a size threshold that

is lower than the corresponding threshold for an organization that is growing.

We take as given the terror organization’s initial size and analyze how its

strategy in terms of attack planning depends on its size, and how its strategy

and attack outcomes determine its evolution. Through extensive simulations we

characterize the terror organization’s strategy as a set of regimes, each regime

corresponding to a particular pattern of attacks. We describe these regimes

and exhibit them for a few representative cases. An interesting finding from the

simulations is that the terror organization’s objective, which in our context is the

expected size of the organization at the end of the model’s timeline, is convex in

the initial size of the organization, so that as the organization grows it becomes

an increasing threat at an increasing rate. From the viewpoint of counter-

terrorism this result highlights how important it is to keep terror organizations

small and not let them reach the point on their growth curve where they can

begin to grow rapidly and launch more frequent and larger attacks.

We also study the impact of the other key parameters in the model, the

terror organization’s natural rate of growth and the government’s probability of

thwarting an attack. We find that the degree of convexity of the value function

itself depends on the interactions of certain parameters. Thus the convexity is

greater when government enforcement is weaker, so that the government must be
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especially vigilant in crafting a strong counter-terrorism detection force when

facing a relatively larger terror organization. Further, there is an interaction

between the degree of government enforcement and the natural rate of growth

of the terror organization: when the natural rate of growth is relatively high the

government must again be especially vigilant, else the terror organization may

(in expectation) grow rapidly.

We select parameter values for our model simulations from a qualitative

reading of a series of terror attacks, many associated with Al Qaeda, over the

past decade, including 9-11, the London 7/07/05 bombings, the Madrid 3/11/04

train bombings, the Istanbul truck bombings of 2003, and the series of terror

attacks in Indonesia over 2003-05.2 We evaluate all costs and scale effects in

terms of human resource requirements to plan and execute an attack. More

generally, both money and manpower are required to launch an attack, but the

recent history points to the human resource requirements as crucial, thus we

focus on these.

Much of the literature on terror organizations emphasizes the importance

of viewing these organizations as networks (for examples see Sageman (2004,

2008) and Enders and Jindapoon (2010 [this issue]); Johnson et. al. (2006)

provide an interesting description of a situation in which terror cells coalesce

in an environment without higher level organizational structure). We think of

the organization we study as a network, with its size measured by the number

of affiliated members. But more work could be done extending our model to

identify how the network structure of the organization relates to identification of
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terror attack opportunities and the implementation of an attack. For example,

the organization may be structured in layers — leaders, operational managers,

and foot soldiers who carry out tasks and attacks. In the context of our model,

the production of an attack would require human resources from all levels, and

in turn the organization’s growth could be modeled in terms of the growth and

training of individuals at the different levels.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we

present our model of a terror organization, its attack decisions, the factors that

determine success or failure of an attack, including counter-terrorism detection,

and our specification of how the organization evolves. In the third section, we

outline how the model is solved and present the basic structure of the optimal

strategies for the terror organization. The fourth section contains additional

simulations and the final section concluding remarks.
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Model

The organization is characterized by its overall size, or strength, which we

denote by q. Size is a single summary measure that is meant to capture several

different dimensions of the organization. The most basic dimension is the num-

ber of active members who can play a role in planning and executing attacks.

We will describe much of our model in these terms. In particular, we focus

on the human resource requirements for an attack and assume that all other

costs can be converted to the “currency” of human resources. This approach

is consistent with the literature on terror organizations, which emphasizes that

human resources are the greatest constraint on such organizations, limiting the

number and scale of attacks that may be engaged in at any point in time; the

monetary cost of attacks is generally fairly small, and the technology of attacks,

at least to this point, has been relatively simple (Enders and Sandler 2006; Fi-

nancial Action Task Force 2008; National Research Council 2007). In a broader

interpretation, q can be thought of as capturing the overall capability of the

terror organization or “terror stock” (Keohane and Zeckhauser 2003; Kaplan

et al. 2005). Capability depends on membership size, but may also depend on

how well the organization functions, for example the degree to which orders are

followed and the skill of the organization’s leaders.

We study the terror organization over two periods, focusing on the attacks

it attempts to carry out and the evolution of q. At the beginning of the first

period the organization’s q is q0, which we take as given. The organization’s

objective is to maximize its expected value of q at the end of period 2, its plan-
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ning horizon. Its focus is thus on its own growth as an organization. This can

be viewed as an interim goal: if the organization grows and becomes stronger,

it will be able to achieve its larger objectives. Clearly there are other objec-

tives the organization is also likely to value, such as the damage it inflicts on

society or specific individuals or groups and the achievement of specific political

goals. If we assume that damage the organization inflicts through its attacks is

proportional to the benefits it realizes from these attacks, then this damage is

essentially incorporated in q. However, political or other objectives are likely to

be related in a more complicated way to the organization’s strength and attacks

and are not fully incorporated in our model, though we believe it should be

possible to enrich the model so that the terror organization’s objective includes

more terms or the organization has multiple objectives.

Terror Attacks

We distinguish between two different kinds of attacks. One is a small scale,

short-term attack that can be planned and executed in a single period. The

technology to produce this kind of attack requires a modest fixed cost and a

significant marginal cost that scales with the size of the attack. In particular,

to launch a small scale attack of scale s requires a fixed cost of Ks and an

additional outlay css. In our formulation, we think of all costs as denominated

in the currency of human resources, for example man-years. Thus Ks is the

number of man-years required to plan and execute, regardless of the scale of

the attack, and css is the number of additional man-years required to plan and

execute an attack of size s. If a small scale attack is successful, the organization
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reaps benefits bss from the attack. We think of these benefits as increasing the

organization’s q, through increasing recruitment of new members and possibly

through other channels as well. Examples of small scale attacks are attacks

with conventional weapons like automatic rifles on standard targets and car

bombings.

The other kind of attack is a large scale attack that is planned and executed

over two periods. The technology to produce this kind of attack is characterized

by a large fixed cost and a small marginal cost. In particular, the fixed cost

required for this kind of attack is Kb, with Kb much larger than Ks. The

marginal cost is cbsb. If a large scale attack is successful, the organization reaps

benefits bbsb from the attack. An example of this kind of attack would be a

multi-pronged attack on a city or military installation. A large scale attack,

as we describe, generally requires more resources than a small scale attack (in

the relevant range in which s for a small attack is not too large), but yields

higher benefits if successful. We assume also that bb/sb is significantly larger

than bs/ss. We assume that if an attack fails it generates zero benefits. It is

possible to generalize our model to allow for the possibility that an attack fails

in such a way as to actually reduce the organization’s strength even further,

reducing q. We think this is more likely for a large-scale attack and discuss this

possibility further below, but we do not model this outcome formally.

We assume that once human resources are devoted to an attack, they are

lost to the organization and not available for any subsequent attacks. This

may happen either because the perpetrators die - suicide missions, or because
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they become known to the authorities and are therefore no longer effective.

Implicitly, we are thus focusing on human resource costs at the operational

level of individuals “on the ground.” Typically, the organization’s leadership is

available over time for successive attacks.

A terror attack is not guaranteed to succeed. It may fail, either because

the organization is unable to carry out the attack successfully, or because the

authorities thwart the attack. The ability of the organization to carry out an

attack successfully depends on the scale of the attack as compared with the

scale (q) of the organization. Specifically, the probability that the organization

successfully carries out an attack of size s is given by

1− css

q −Ks

for a small attack, and

1− cbs

q −Kb

for a large attack.3 These formulas link the probability of success to the ratio

of the size of attack, multiplied by the cost parameter c which converts size to

human resources, to the resources left after the fixed cost of the attack is covered.

As we show below, and intuitively, this factor tends to lead the organization to

choose attacks that are of medium size compared with its available resources:

it does not wish to plan and attempt to carry out an attack that is close to

exhausting all available resources, because such an attack strains the capabilities

of the organization to the point where the probability it can successfully carry
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out the attack is small.

Even if the organization is able to plan and carry out an attack, the attack

can still fail if the authorities thwart the attack. As our focus on this paper is

not on deriving optimal government enforcement strategies, we choose a simple

specification for this possibility. Specifically, we let 1− θ denote the probability

that an attack is thwarted. We assume this probability is the same for small

and large attacks, and that whether the authorities thwart any given attack

is independent of whether they thwart any other attacks. More generally, we

could allow 1 − θ to be different for large and small attacks. Intuitively, the

probability of thwarting a large, “spectacular” attack may be higher, especially

as such an attack requires two periods for planning and execution. However,

modeling this distinction does not provide sufficient additional insights, beyond

confirming the evident intuition that a large attack is relatively less attractive

if the probability it will be thwarted is greater, relative to the added complexity

of solving the model. Thus we choose not to explore this issue further.

Combining the two possible sources of attack failure generates the overall

probability an attack is successful. Thus, for a small scale attack the probability

of success is

(1− css

q −Ks
)θ .
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Decisions, Outcomes, and Evolution of q

At the beginning of the first period the terror organization decides first

whether to engage in a large scale attack, and, if so, of what scale. If the orga-

nization decides to engage in a large scale attack of size sb, then the resources

required for this attack are subtracted from q0, defining

q00 = q0 −Kb − cbsb.
4

We require q00 to be greater than zero. In turn, this implies that the organi-

zation can only engage in a large scale attack if q0 > Kb, and can only engage

in a large scale attack of size sb if

q0 −Kb − cbsb > 0.

Thus, the initial size of the organization limits its strategic options. Following

the discussion above, the probability an attack of size sb is successful is

(1− cbsb
q0 −Kb

)θ.

After the organization makes its decision about the large scale attack, it

decides whether or not to engage in a small attack during period 1, and, if so, of

what scale. The expressions for the small attack are based on the organization’s

capability available after allowing for any resources devoted to a large scale

attack. For convenience, we denote this available capability as q00, but note that

this is equal to q0 if there is no large scale attack undertaken. Thus when a

large attack is undertaken, any small attacks must be planned and executed
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using other individuals (and resources) in the organization. A small attack is

feasible only if

q00 > Ks

and a small attack of scale s1 is feasible only if

q00 −Ks − css1 > 0.

The probability a small attack of size s1 is successful is

(1− css1
q00 −Ks

)θ.

Once the organization has made its decisions about the large attack and first

period small attack, it spends the duration of the period engaged in planning

whichever attacks it has decided upon, and, if it has decided to launch a small

attack, attempts to carry out this attack. We do not model these processes,

though the model could be enriched to model the staging of an attack.

At the end of period one the outcome of the small attack, if there is one, is

learned. If the attack succeeds it generates benefits bss1 which in our model ac-

crue to the organization through increasing q. These “benefits” are presumably

costs to society as a whole, which do not enter directly in our model.

At the close of period one q is updated. Recall that the initial q0 has been

diminished by whatever resources have been devoted to planning and executing

attacks. Two factors may now increase q. One is a successful attack: if a small

attack succeeds q is increased to
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q00 + bss1

where q00 is equal to

q0 −Kb1{sb>0} −Ks1{s1>0} − cbsb − css1

(1{A} equals one if the event A is true and zero otherwise). As noted above, if

an attack fails there is no further impact on q.

The second factor that generates an increase in q is an exogenous growth

rate r, which can also be thought of as a recruitment rate (Faria and Arce 2005).

When r is high, the organization has a high natural rate of growth, and this can

influence its strategic choices, for example about whether to engage in a first

period small attack or wait until the second period to launch a small attack.5

We model exogenous growth as a multiplier on the value of q. Applying this

multiplier generates the value q1 entering period 2:

q1 = (1 + r)(q00 + 1{period 1 small attack succeeds}bss1).

Throughout the body of the paper we focus on the case in which r ≥ 0.

However, all of our analysis continues to apply when r is negative as long as

it is greater than −1, so that 1 + r > 0. The case of r being positive is a

growing organization, which perhaps poses a greater long-term threat. Such an

organization is more likely to be at an earlier stage of its life-cycle. The case

of r negative is a declining organization. Such an organization may have been

more powerful earlier, and may still be large (a large q) but is typically at a
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later point in its life-cycle. Note that r and q are conceptually and empirically

distinct. An organization might be small (small q) but be growing quickly (high

r), or might be large (large q) but declining (negative r). Later we discuss, for

our basic results, an interesting difference in strategic choices made by these

two kinds of organizations.

If the organization has engaged in a first period attack, q1 has two possible

values, and its realization is known at the end of the first period, while if the

organization has not engaged in a first period attack q1 has one possible value.

In period 2 the organization has only a single decision, whether to engage

in a small attack or not. If the organization decided to undertake a large scale

attack in period 1, the planning and execution of this attack continues into

period 2, but there are no further decisions about this attack.

The organization’s decision about whether or not to launch a period two

small attack is made in light of its strength as of the beginning of the period,

q1. The organization can undertake an attack only if it has sufficient strength:

q1 must exceed Ks and for an attack of size s2, q1 must exceed Ks + css2.

If the organization engaged in a period one small attack, then in general its

decision about a period two attack depends on the outcome of the period one

attack. In particular, q1 is higher when a period one attack succeeds than when

it fails. In fact it is easy to show that if the organization engages in a period

one attack that fails and chooses to engage in a period two attack, then it will

also choose to engage in a period two attack if the period one attack succeeds.

If the organization chooses to undertake an attack of size s2, the probability the
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attack succeeds equals

(1− css2
q1 −Ks

)θ.

Once the organization has made its decision about a period 2 small attack, it

spends the duration of the period planning and executing its active attacks. At

the end of period 2 the outcomes of these attacks are realized. Each attack can

either succeed or fail and if there is more than one attack underway (large and

small) their outcomes are independent. If a large scale attack succeeds, benefits

bbsb are generated for the terror organization. If a small attack has been engaged

in and succeeds, benefits bss2 are generated. As noted earlier, we assume that an

attack that fails has no further impact on q. It is possible to extend our model to

allow for a failure to have a negative impact on q. This seems more plausible for

a large attack: a spectacular attack can go spectacularly wrong, and this might

cost the organization in terms of its popularity. For example, the November 9,

2005 bombings at three hotels in Amman, Jordan that killed many Jordanian

citizens (including wedding guests among other victims) produced a backlash

against Al Qaeda in Iraq and its leader Abu Musab al-Zarqawi who claimed

responsibility for the attack (Fattah 2005). While such a case is interesting, it

adds complexity to our model and we do not formally pursue it in this paper

(but see our discussion around Figure 1). Finally, q1 is updated to its terminal

value q2:

q2 = q1−1{s2>0}Ks−css2+1{period 2 small attack succeeds}bss2+1{big attack succeeds}bbsb.

The terror organization’s objective is to maximize the expected value of q2.
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Model Solution: Structure

We solve the model and display results as a function of q0, the strength of the

terror organization at the beginning of period 1. We show that the q0 dimension

divides into intervals with each interval corresponding to a given strategy. Thus,

our model predicts which kinds of attacks the organization will engage in as a

function of q0. We also compute the value function for the organization - the

expected value of q2 - as a function of q0. The intervals in the q0 dimension and

the value function depend on the full set of parameters in the model, including

the costs of large and small attacks, the benefits to the organization of successful

attacks, government detection (θ), and r.

We solve the model using rollback. First we solve for the organization’s opti-

mal decision in period 2 regarding a small attack (whether to launch an attack,

and if so its scale). Then we solve for the organization’s optimal decisions in

period 1: working backwards within this period we first solve for the organi-

zation’s decision about a small attack, then for its decision concerning a large

scale attack.

The state variable in the model is q. The value of q entering a period

is what guides the organization’s choices in that period. Thus the period 2

decision concerning a small attack is conditioned on q1 (note that because the

value function is linear in outcomes, the organization’s decision in period 2 does

not directly depend on whether or not it is engaged in a large scale attack, even

though such an attack is ongoing in period 2). Period 1 decisions are conditioned

on q0: the large scale attack decision is made directly based on q0, while the
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small attack decision is made based on q00.

Period 2

In period 2 the organization decides whether to engage in a small attack

and, if so its scale s2. Because the objective function for the organization —

maximization of the expected value of q2 — is linear in the different attack

outcomes, the maximization problem associated with this decision is simply:

max
s2

[θbss2(1− css2
q1 −Ks

)− css2 −Ks, 0]

subject to the constraint:

css2 +Ks ≤ q1.

The first-order condition for this problem when s2 > 0 is

θbs − cs − 2θbscs
q1 −Ks

= 0.

We define the parameter

γ = 1− cs
θbs

.

The first-order condition above can then be written as

s2 =
γ

2cs
(q1 −Ks).

To determine the range of q1for which s2 > 0, we compare the value of the

objective function for this choice of s2 to 0. The objective function at the
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optimum interior value of s2 is

(q1 −Ks)(θbs
γ

2cs
(1− γ/2)− γ/2)−Ks.

Comparing this expression to zero, s2 is chosen as its positive solution, given

above, whenever

q1 > Ks(1 +
2cs

γθbs(1− γ/2)− γcs
).

Thus, the solution to the organization’s decision problem in period 2 is

s∗2 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

γ
2cs
(q1 −Ks) if q1 > Ks(1 +

2cs
γθbs(1−γ/2)−γcs )

0 otherwise

.

This solution is intuitive. The optimal scale of an attack depends on two

factors. One is γ, which essentially is a cost-benefit ratio: θbs is the expected

benefit of an attack and cs is the cost. If this ratio is close to one, γ is close to zero

and the optimal attack is very small. As this ratio increases, γ rises towards one

and the optimal scale attack rises. The other factor is the residual organizational

capacity available after the fixed cost of the attack is taken into account: q1−Ks.

Recall that the chance of launching a successful attack depends on the ratio of

the attack scale to available organizational capability. The implication of this

assumption, worked through the mathematics of the first-order condition, is that

the optimal attack scale increases linearly as available capacity rises. Because

there is a fixed cost to engage in an attack it will only pay to engage in an attack
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if the scale can be made large enough. This is the logic behind the threshold

condition on q1which determines whether the organization chooses to engage in

an attack.

If the organization chooses to engage in a small attack in period 1, then q1

has two possible values, depending on whether this attack succeeds or fails. In

circumstances where the organization chooses not to launch a small attack in

period one, it may or may not find it optimal to launch a small attack in period

two, again depending on q1. The key parameter in this circumstance is r. If r

is high enough, the organization may find it optimal not to engage in a small

attack in period one (it may or may not engage in a big attack) and then launch

a small attack in period two.

Period 1

In period 1 the terror organization first decides whether to engage in a large

scale attack, and then decides whether to engage in a small attack. In this

section we discuss the decision about the small attack, and the structure of the

solution over both periods when only small attacks are under consideration. We

add the large attack in the next section. Figure 1 depicts the organization’s

small attacks decision problem over both periods.

[Figure 1 near here]

The organization’s decision about whether or not to launch a small attack

in period 1 depends on q00. In making its decision about a period 1 attack, the

organization must take into account the impact such an attack will have on
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period 2 decisions and outcomes since its objective is to maximize the expected

value of q2. In particular, the period 1 attack may either succeed or fail and

each outcome is associated with a value for q1, which in turn impacts the period

2 small attack decision. Because a successful attack increases q it is easy to

show that if the organization engages in an attack in period 1 that succeeds, it

will always choose to launch a small attack in period 2. But if the organization

launches a period 1 small attack that fails, it may or may not choose to launch

a period 2 small attack.6 Thus in analyzing the period 1 small attack decision,

we can assume that a successful attack is always followed by a period 2 small

attack, but for a period 1 attack that fails we must explicitly model whether or

not a period 2 small attack is launched. Recall from the previous section that

the organization’s period 2 decision about whether or not to launch a small

attack depends on q1: whenever q1 exceeds a threshold it engages in an attack.

Given q00, we can compute the value of s1 such that, if the period 1 attack fails,

the resulting value for q1 is on the threshold — this is the value st1 that solves:

(q00 −Ks − css
t
1)(1 + r) = Ks(1 +

2cs
γθbs(1− γ/2)− γcs

).

It is easy to see that st1 is increasing in q00.

There are thus two cases to analyze: (i) there is a second period small attack

only if the first period small attack succeeds; (ii) there is a second period small

attack regardless of the outcome of the first period small attack. The viable s1

values for case (i) are bounded below by st1 and the viable s1 values for case

(ii) are bounded above by st1. We solve for the optimal s1 for each, take the
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maximum (maximizing E(q2)) and then compare to not launching an attack to

determine the optimal decision. Case (ii) turns out to be essentially identical to

the second period small attack decision problem. Substituting in for the optimal

second period attack s2, rolling back, and computing the first-order condition,

the formula for the optimal level of first period small attack is

s∗1 =
γ

2cs
(q00 −Ks),

identical to the formula for s∗2 with q00 substituted for q1.

Case (i) requires a separate set of calculations. Again substituting the opti-

mal value for s2 and its expected value when the first period attack is a success,

and setting s2 = 0 when the first period attack fails, the equation to determine

s1 is:

max
s1
−cs1 + θ(1− s1cs

q00 −Ks
)[bs1 + (θb

γ

2cs
(1− γ/2)− γ/2)(b− cs)s1].

From this we derive the first-order condition for the optimal value of s1, s∗1:

s∗1 =
1

2cs
[
γ + (θ γ

2cs
(1− γ/2)− γ/2b)(b− c)

1 + (θ γ
2cs
(1− γ/2)− γ/2b)(b− cs)

](q00 −Ks)

This formula is similar to the formulas for s2 and s1 for case (ii) in that s∗1

is increasing in q00 − Ks and includes the term 1
2cs
; however, it includes an

additional somewhat complex fraction. By inspection the s∗1 for this second

equation is strictly larger than the expression for s∗1 for case (ii) as long as γ is

less than 1. Since the value associated with launching a small attack in period
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2 is increasing in q1, it follows that when s1 is smaller, a failure is less costly

and therefore a second period attack is more attractive.

Defining

A = θb
γ

2cs
(1− γ/2)− γ/2,

for case (ii) the value function depends on q00 as:

(q00 −Ks)
γ

2cs
[θb(1− γ/2)(1 +A)− cs(1 +A)](1 + r)

and for case (i) as:

(q00−Ks)
1

2cs

γ +A/b

1 +A/b
[θb(1−1/2(γ +A/b

1 +A/b
)(1+A))−cs(1+θ(1−1/2(γ +A/b

1 +A/b
)A))](1+r).

Since both functions are linear in q00, it follows that they can cross at most once;

thus there can be at most one switch from one case to the other.

The Four Regimes

Consider the case where the terror organization can only mount small at-

tacks, in which case q00 = q0. Analyzing the first and second period small attack

decisions together, there are 4 solution regimes: (i) launch no attacks; (ii) do

not launch an attack in period one but launch an attack in period two; (iii)

launch an attack in period one, then launch an attack in period two only if the

period one attack succeeds; and (iv) launch an attack in both periods. These

four regimes do not always occur — for some parameter values, only a subset

occurs. However, extensive simulations indicate that the regimes always occur
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in the same order as a function of q0. Regime (i) is first, followed by (ii), (iii),

(iv). When a subset of regimes occurs, they always occur following this ordering.

Above we showed that the value functions associated with strategies (iii)

and (iv) are linear in q00 (= q0 when only small attacks are allowed). It is easy

to show that the value functions associated with strategies (i) and (ii) are also

linear in q0. Thus for any given set of parameters the relative slopes of the

value functions associated with the different strategies can be computed and

compared, and it is easy to see that the strategies are ordered from least to

greatest slope − with the proviso that some may not be optimal for any q0

values. The overall value function is the upper envelope of these 4 functions,

and it follows from the fact that they are ordered from least to greatest slope

that the overall value function is piecewise linear and convex (or linear in special

cases).

[Figure 2 near here]

As a function of q0, Figure 2 depicts the solution for one representative set of

parameters: cs = 1, bs = 5, Ks = 1, θ = 0.6, and r = 0.5 (all costs and benefits

are measured in person years). We chose these parameter values, and the later

values for a large-scale attack, based on our reading of the evidence associated

with the string of well known terror attacks of the past decade, as noted in the

introduction. Because costs and benefits are measured in person-years, we are

assuming in effect that a small attack requires one year of fixed cost planning,
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which might for example be accomplished by 3 individuals working for 4 months.

It also requires one full year of human resources for implementation for each

single unit of scale (linked for example to intended casualties), perhaps several

bombers and several tactical specialists working for a few months. Benefits

are five times this operational cost — five units added to q for each one unit of

scale. For this simulation, the probability of not being detected and stopped by

counter-terror authorities is sixty percent, and the natural rate of growth of the

organization is 50 percent per period. Also graphed in the figure is the value

function, V (q0) or E(q2).

In the figure there are four regimes corresponding to the four strategies of

the terror organization. The first regime extends from zero to q0 = 2.67. In

this regime the terror organization engages in no attacks and its growth is due

entirely to r. The second regime extends from q0 = 2.67 to q0 = 3.54. In this

regime the terror organization engages in only a second period attack (with

scale shown by the lightly-dashed line in this interval). The third regime begins

at q0 = 3.54 and extends to q0 = 5.08. In this regime the terror organization

engages in a first period attack (the unmarked solid line) and engages in a

second period attack only if the first period attack succeeds (the heavily-dashed

line). The fourth regime extends from q0 = 5.08 up. In this regime the terror

organization engages in a first period and a second period attack regardless of

whether it fails or succeeds with its first period attack. The value function (solid

line with ×’s) is piecewise linear and convex, as noted above. Thus the terrorist

organization value function, which is its expected strength at the end of period
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2, is convex in its initial strength q0.

There is an option value effect in our model: if a period 1 attack succeeds,

a period 2 attack can be launched of relatively large scale, which generates the

chance for a large q2. Even so, there are values of q0 for which the organization

chooses not to launch a small attack in period one when its available resources q0

are above Ks. This is due to the technology for attack success: the probability

of success depends on

1− css

q0 −Ks
,

so that if q0 −Ks is small, then even for a small attack the chance of success is

very low. Further, there is a range of q0 for which the organization chooses not

to launch a period one small attack, but does launch an attack in period two.

The Large-Scale Attack Decision

The terror organization’s decision about whether to undertake a large-scale

attack is made at the beginning of the first period. Recall that the results of

this attack − success or failure − are not realized until the end of period two.

Hence there are no further decisions by the organization that are conditioned

on the outcome of such an attack.7

We fold the analysis of the organization’s decision about whether or not to

engage in a large-scale attack into our analysis of the small scale attacks (see

Figure 1 for the small attacks decision tree). If the organization chooses to

undertake a large-scale attack of magnitude sb, this reduces available organiza-

tional resources for a small attack. In particular, q0 is reduced to q00 where
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q00 = q0 −Kb − cbsb.

Given q00, we can use the previous analysis to determine the organization’s opti-

mal strategy with respect to small scale attacks. This decomposition is possible

because the value function, E(q2), is linear in the outcomes of the different

attacks: the overall value function may be written as the sum of two parts,

V (q00(sb)) + θ[1− sbcb
q0 −Kb

]bbsb,

adding the expected benefit from a successful large-scale attack to the previous

expression.8 To determine whether the organization will find it in its interest to

engage in a large-scale attack, and the magnitude it will plan for such an attack

if it does choose to undertake an attack, we maximize this overall value function

by computing the optimal sb if it does undertake an attack and comparing the

expected consequences to the value if it chooses not to undertake a large-scale

attack.

[Figure 3 near here]

Figure 3 depicts the optimal strategy for the terror organization including

its decision about launching a large-scale attack. For this simulation we use the

same parameters as before except that we set Ks to 1/2. Parameters for the

large attack are: Kb = 3, cb = 1, and bb = 40. Finally we set θ = 0.6 and r = .1.

Compared with a small attack, the large attack requires six times as much fixed

cost investment, the equivalent of for example 3 individuals working full time
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for a full year (or 6 individuals part-time). It requires the same operational cost

in terms of scale. The benefit for a given scale is 8 times larger.

The figure shows that for small initial terror organization size, a large attack

is not engaged in and the previous analysis of small attacks applies. However,

for these parameters only 3 of the regimes occur. Above q0 = 3.92, the terror

organization undertakes a large attack. The three regimes associated with the

small attacks then repeat. In particular, for q0 = 3.92 to q0 = 6.09, the terror

organization undertakes only a large attack. From q0 = 6.09 to q0 = 9.08, in

addition to a large attack the organization engages in a period one small attack

and undertakes a small attack in period two if the period one attack is successful.

Finally, for q0 above 9.08, the terror organization undertakes a full set of attacks

— a large attack and small attacks in both periods. Note that the q0 intervals

for the three regimes in which a large attack is undertaken are wider than the

corresponding intervals for the similar regimes (in terms of small attacks) when

a large attack is not undertaken.

A large-scale attack requires Kb of human resources as a fixed cost, hence

for q0 below this level the organization cannot undertake a large-scale attack.

Above Kb a large attack becomes possible. An interesting question is, what

is the minimum value of q0 for which the organization first finds it optimal to

engage in a large-scale attack? Our simulations reveal that this value of q0 is in

fact well aboveKb. For example, in the simulation results shown in Figure 3, the

fixed cost to engage in a large scale attack is 3, but the organization chooses not

to engage in such an attack until its initial size reaches 4. In other simulations,
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with different parameter values, we find an even greater cushion between the

fixed cost level and the minimum initial size at which the terror organization

undertakes a large-scale attack. Thus it is not optimal for the organization,

in our model, to undertake a large-scale attack as soon as it has the minimum

required resources to do so. Rather, it must have grown to a point well beyond

this threshold before it finds it optimal to engage in such an attack. This result

derives from two effects. One is the technology of attacks: an attack for which

its scale s is very close to the maximum possible scale smax has a low probability

of success. The other is the tradeoff between large and small attacks: When

the organization chooses to undertake a large-scale attack it foregoes having the

resources it devotes to such an attack available for small scale attacks.

Though our focus is on the case in which r is positive, we have also explored

the case of a negative r, corresponding to a declining terror organization. In-

terestingly, we find that in such cases the minimum value of q0 for which the

organization is willing to engage in a large attack is lower: For r = −.1 the

threshold falls to 3.7 (from 3.9 for r = .1 shown in Figure 3) and for

r = −.5 the threshold falls further to 3.34. This is intuitive: A declining or-

ganization will not reap as great benefits from a small period one attack that

succeeds, and is more likely to “go for it all” attempting a large attack that, if

it succeeds, may rescue the organization from decline.
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Model Solution: Additional Simulation Results

Figures 4 and 5 show additional simulation results. Figure 4 depicts expected

final terror organization size for various values of r, the natural rate of growth

of the organization. The graph is interesting and not initially intuitive. The

graph shows that the terror organization’s expected size is greater for larger

r for all initial size values, as expected (note that the lines for the different r

values do not cross). What is surprising is the way the expected final size lines

converge for intermediate initial size values, roughly 4 to 5.5, and then diverge.

The reason is that when r is very low, the terror organization finds it in its own

interest to launch a large attack for even a relatively small initial size. It has no

other way to grow and thus takes the risk of failure for the chance of success.

For large values of r, the organization is not willing to engage in a large-scale

attack for these modest initial size levels, but only when initial size is greater.

The reason is that it will grow naturally even if does not launch an attack —

the opportunity cost of expending resources on an attack with a relatively high

chance of failure is so high as to discourage undertaking such an attack. Thus

there is an interesting interaction between r and initial terror organization size.

This insight also picks up on the regimes depicted in Figure 3. The region in

Figure 4 in which the lines for different r values converge is exactly the regime in

Figure 3 for which only a large attack is undertaken. There are no recruitment

gains for large attacks at the end of period 1 (since the large attack does not

happen until the end of period 2), hence the trade-off between undertaking a

large attack vs. a small period one attack is shifted more in favor of a small
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attack as r rises. Further, when a large attack is undertaken, recruitment can

only be based on the q “left over” after period 1, which is proportionately less

than when a small attack is undertaken in period one with no big attack. These

effects lead the curves to converge, as shown in Figure 4.

[Figure 4 near here]

Figure 5 explores another interesting interaction, between r and θ (focusing

just on the case in which r is positive). The figure shows a positive, superlinear

relationship as both θ and r rise: In the “far” corner of the contour box, when

both θ and r rise towards one, the expected final terror organization size rises

rapidly. This result highlights how the government’s counter-terrorism policy

should depend upon other parameters, in this case r. When r is low the gov-

ernment has more leniency in terms of the need for a strong detection ability,

whereas for large r if the government fails to have a good counter-terrorism

detection force the terror organization may (in expectation) grow rapidly.

[Figure 5 near here]
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Conclusion

We have presented a stylized model of a strategic terror organization oper-

ating over two periods, with access to two attack technologies. Our findings

highlight how a terror organization’s decision to engage in an attack depends

upon its current size, other attacks it has in the works, and parameters in its

environment. Our results show that a terror organization’s attack strategy falls

into well-defined regimes, and that these regimes are ordered in a regular way,

which should be helpful in guiding counter-terrorism policy formulation. Our

results also show that a terror organization leverages its size at an increasing

rate, so that counter-terrorism will be most effective through keeping a terror

organization small.

In future work we plan to extend our model to a multi-period setting so we

can study the longer run dynamics and life-cycle of a terror organization. We

also intend to model the government’s counter-terrorism policy, thus developing

a game-theoretic analysis. It will be useful to see how the government’s enforce-

ment responds to the terror organization’s size, which is stochastic depending

on attack outcomes. We also envision more rigorous empirical research address-

ing the life-cycle of selected terrorist organizations, including the relationship

between the results of terror attacks, the organization and its evolution.

We are only beginning to develop more rigorous, sophisticated models of

terror organizations that can themselves be quite sophisticated. Since such

terror organizations undoubtedly pose a greater threat to society, this approach

seems important.
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Footnotes

1 See Arce and Sandler (2005) and Sandler and Siqueira (2009) for surveys of

game theory models of terrorism and counterterrorism.

2 See Financial Action Task Force (2008) and Silber and Bhatt (2007) for de-

scriptions of these attacks; see International Crisis Group (2006) for information

specifically about the Indonesian bombings; see Wright (2004) for a review of

Al-Qaeda’s historical development.

3 An alternative way to derive this formula is to define the maximum feasible

scale for an attack, given q. This is given by K+ cs = q. Solving for the largest

value of s that satisfies this equality and labeling this smax yields

smax =
q −K

c
.

Our formulation can then be seen as 1− s/smax.

4 More generally, the organization may recover a fraction of the resources spent

on the attack after the attack is completed, which would then be added back

into q next period.

5 The value of r is also important for government counter-terrorism policy.

6 One way to incorporate the idea that an attack may fail so badly as to further

reduce q is to add a third outcome to each q node in the figure, corresponding

to the case of “Fail, negative impact on q” (our current fail scenario would then

be “Fail with 0 further impact on q”). In principle the basic structure of our

analysis will still go through in this case.

7 In terms of Figure 1, the decision about the large attack is an initial decision
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node at the start of the tree. If a large attack is undertaken the outcome is

represented by a random event node at the back of the tree.

8 As noted earlier in the main text, we could extend the model to allow for

the possibility of a “Fail with negative impact on q” node into our model. We

note also the model should in principle be able to be extended for an arbitrary

number of periods and solved via dynamic programming arguments such as

those found in Jacobson and Kaplan (2007).
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Figure 1:  Decision Tree For Small Attacks Model
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Figure 2:  Optimal Decisions and Value 
Function for Small Attacks Model
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Figure 3:  Optimal Decisions and Value 
Function for Complete Model
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Figure 4: Final Terror Network Size E[q 2 ] 
Controlling For Terrorist Recruitment Rate r
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